Introduction
In 226 the fledgling Cao-Wei 曹魏 court (220-265) convened the brightest minds and greatest statesmen of a generation to deliberate upon a system of li 曆 mathematical astronomy authored by Han Yi 韓翊, the assistant director of the state astronomical office. It is difficult today to imagine a debate over US Naval Observatory time service policy drawing such a crowd, let alone its transcript earning a place in our imperial history, but these were different times. Let us think of this as a space race. Feckless and moribund for longer than living memory, the Han Empire (206 BCE -220 CE) was no more; and in its place, through generations of treachery, alliance, and armed conflict, there arose three great powers-Cao-Wei, Sun-Wu 孫吳 (220-280), and Liu-Shu 劉蜀 (221-263)-the precarious balance of which was poised to devolve into total war. Our world, the ‗sub-celestial realm', cannot be held together by force alone, it was commonly understood, but by mandate-the mandate of Heaven, a totalistic political, natural, and theological approval witnessed, most im-1 And so it was that our fledgling court wove the story of its rise through an elaborate tapestry of prophecy, miracle, and augury. 2 In their haste, however, they neglected the one thread that ties everything together: like the empire from which it had been inherited, the state li of 85 CE was, by 220, a faltering relic begging for reform; and in 222, amid Cao-Wei hesitation, the Sun-Wu court laid claim to Liu Hong's 劉洪 (fl. 167-206) cutting-edge Supernal Icon li (Qianxiang li 亁象曆).
3 After several years of testing, Han Yi and his supporters in the Cao-Wei astronomical office were confident that they had the very sort of breakthrough needed to up the ante. On the day of the debate, however, Liu Hong's former pupil, Xu Yue 徐岳, produced from nowhere a set of eclipse data favouring his master four to one. The written word can be problematic; and if Sanskritist has taught us anything it is that we should expect astronomical writings to have been produced, circulated, taught, and discussed in a manuscript age within a continuum of memory, speech, and song.
12 All that's left of this world is its objects and written record, of course, but therein lie traces of this continuum. Debate transcripts like those cited above offer us rich grounds for exploring the oral culture of the astral sciences, as Christopher Cullen's work on the Eastern Han (25-220) has recently brought to our attention. 13 Debate, however, is invariably at the end-the public policy end-of practice, and we shall focus here instead on what can be said for the education, research, and transmission practices leading up to such debates. To place the events surrounding 226 in the broader context of contemporary textual culture, we will begin with manuscripts. The nature of the corpora available to us will take us several centuries prior to the Supernal Icon li, and away, importantly, from the polished, printed sources passed down through centuries of selection, redaction, and reprinting. As realia once operative in very cultures of technical practice that interest us, manuscripts stand to reveal important features of contemporary textual transmission, and what they reveal, I show, is visual copying and a liability to a host of mistakes and interventions particular thereto. With a clearer sense of the limits potentially imposed by the written word at this time, we will then return to the third century to consider what place astronomers gave it in education, argumentation, and tex- 
Of Textual Transmission and Textual Corruption
The closest thing to the Supernal Icon li with which the archaeological record has currently furnished us is probably the so-called Wu xing zhan 五星占 (‗Planetary Omens'). The Wu xing zhan is an untitled silk manuscript in eight sections discovered in 1973 at Mawangdui 馬王堆 tomb 3 (sealed 168 BCE). As to contents, the Wu xing zhan's first five sections are devoted to planetary omens for the naked-eye planets; the latter three provide for Jupiter, Saturn, and Venus (the easy planets) mathematical models and 70-year visibility tables spanning 246-177 BCE computed more or less therefrom (Figure 1 ). 14 As to context, the Wu xing zhan is one of several manuscripts (and manuscript-sections) devoted to the astral sciences in a larger tomb library covering history, political philosophy, divination, medicine, and macrobiotic hygiene, the library's owner, the young Marquis Li Xi 利豨 of Dai 軑, appearing to have been an eclectic reader.
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The Wu xing zhan itself is also rather eclectic. The manuscript combines elements from what in the received tradition are separate sciences: tianwen ‗heavenly patterns' omenology and li mathematical astronomy. It fuses contradictory mathematical and hemerological models, ascribing the planets mean motions through the uneven lodges of heaven while, at once, having them hop like game pieces through a schematized divination board on earth. It is a Western Han (206 BCE -9 CE) production, but it uses an ‗origin' (yuan 元), or astronomical zero-point, of Qin Shihuang 秦始皇 1-I-1 (3 February 246 BCE?), first morning rising at Hall. L13 5 du (21h01m53s RA at epoch), which is clearly a relic of the previous empire's propaganda. 16 Its greatest inconsistency, however, is that between the quality of the production and the quality of the text. 17 The Wu xing zhan is written on a luxury support, but it is also written beautifully. Indeed, the Mawangdui corpus, as a whole, has proven as important for the history of calligraphy as it has for the history of ideas. The Wu xing zhan does not ooze with the archaism of the seal-inspired ‗ancient clerical script' we see, for example, in Laozi 老子 manuscript A, but it is rendered in a standard and well-executed Han clerical script that is not without a certain modern elegance (see Figure 2) . 18 As beautiful as it is, however, the text is rife with mistakes. It is rife, specifically, with internal contradictions of a numerical nature that could only have been introduced by accident over the course of its transmission.
Let us consider three of these ‗mistakes' occurring in the treatment of Venus in lines 123-46.
19 First of all, the Venus table contradicts itself in repeating information from line to line. More specifically, in arranging the planet's four visibility phenomena 20 in an eight-year cycle, the table repeats itself as concerns the month-date (I-XII) and zodiacal lodge (L01-28) of ‗emergence' (chu 出), e.g.: 18 On the calligraphy of the Mawangdui manuscripts, see Mawangdui boshu yishu 馬 王 堆 帛 書 藝 術 , ed. by Chen Songchang 陳松長(Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 1996), esp. pp. 1-6. 19 To the examples given here one might add the omission of the key phrase ‗emerges in the morning in the east with Hall. 13 ' 與營室晨出東方 from the Jupiter model in line 89 or the contradiction between lines 1-4 and 77-88 concerning the months of Jupiter's first morning rising. 20 Namely, (1) first morning rising, the planet's first morning appearance in the east after disappearing around inferior conjunction; (2) last morning rising, its last morning appearance before disappearing and going into superior conjunction; (3) first evening setting, its first evening appearance in the west after having moved past the sun; and (4) last evening setting, its last evening appearance before disappearing and going once again into inferior conjunction. 
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The latter two month-dates contradict one another-‗month IX' vs. ‗month VI'-and this happens once again, earlier, in lines 128 and 129, between ‗entering' (ru 入) in ‗month IX' vs ‗month VIII'.
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The next two mistakes are self-evident only with respect to the principles governing early xingdu 行度 ‗du travelled' planetary models. These are: (1) symmetry (from conjunction) and (2) that visibility occurs at a fixed distance from the sun. For the inferior planets the consequence of these principles is furthermore that (3) the number of du 度 travelled over the course of both a synodic period and a period of morning/evening visibility must equal the number of days elapsed 21 Cf. Cullen, ‗Prognostics of the Five Planets', 244- 45. 22 Notes that there are additional problems with the month-dates in that the duration of planetary grades (‗224 days', ‗120 days', etc.) correspond imperfectly with the respective difference in month-dates, be the latter understood as civil or solar months; see Yabuuti Kiyosi 藪內清, ‗Baōtai san go bo shutsudo no Gosei sen ni tsuite' 馬王堆三號墓出土の「五星占」について, in Here, grade 7 gives a speed of 40/240 du per day rather than 120/240, as we would expect. In addition, though their ‗du per day' are inverted between grades 1-3 and 5-7, their duration in ‗days' are not. This violates principles (1) and (3), the result of which is that the du travelled over grades 5-7 that do not equal the number of days elapsed, thus violating principle (2). We can be certain that these are indeed 23 The du (‗measure/crossing') is a linear measure of the circumference of a great circle whereby one du equals the distance travelled by the mean sun in one day and the ‗circuit of heaven' thus equals the length in days of the ‗solar' (tropical + sidereal) year, i.e. 360° ≈ 365¼ du. Because the inferior planet ‗emerges' and ‗enters' at the same distance from the sun (principle 2), the two necessarily travel the same distance over the course of a synodic period or a period of morning/evening visibility (whereby the planet returns to the same position vis-à-vis the sun); and given that the (mean) sun travels 1 du per day, that distance, in du, equals the time elapsed in days. For an explanation of these principles, see Teboul, Les premières théories planétaires chinoises, pp. 51-79. 24 Note that editors are able to confidently reconstruct these planetary models where they are damaged based on the formulaic nature of their language, textual parallels, the measured size of missing silk, and assumptions of internal and intertextual coherence. How did this happen? The fact that the errors of the model have not entered into the table calculated therefrom, and that the model indeed follows the table, suggests that the Mawangdui manuscript is not a working paper but an imperfect copy of an earlier text. As to the method of copying, the confusion of ‗month IX' (*ku-ŋyɑt), ‗month VII' (*pɛt-ŋyɑt), and ‗month VI' (*liuk-ŋyɑt) is clearly graphic (rather than phonetic) in nature. The same can probably be said for ‗120' (*pak-ńip) and ‗40' (*sip), given their phonological dissimilarity and the absence of the number 40 anywhere in the surrounding text (to which the copyist's eyes may have skipped).
26 The (failed) inversion of the day-durations of grades 5-7, on the other hand, would seem to be the product of conscious scribal intervention by someone with a weak understanding of what he/she was copying, i.e. ‗correcting' the days to match grades 1-3 or the descending order of -du per day‖ in grades 5-7. This, like the other mistakes, is clearly related to visual copying.
The Wu xing zhan is a ‗luxury edition' of expository writing, but it reflects the same type of copy errors we find in one-use li documents on bamboo. Let us consider the bamboo calendars for Shihuang year 34 (213 BCE) from the Yuelu Academy collection and Zhoujiatai 周 家臺 tomb 30 (Figures 3 & 4) . 27 Exemplars of the zhiri 質日 ‗duty log' format, both manuscripts are divided into six registers, each of which begins with the sexagenary date of day 1 of the even months (beginning from month X) and runs right to left through the subsequent days of this and the next (odd) month. Because the civil calendar alternates between ‗big' and ‗small' months of 30 and 29 days, with the occasional ‗double big', zhiri leave blank spaces at the end of ‗small' months ( Figure 3, PRE-PRINT day 1 of each odd month and column 31 is day 1 of each even month. Barring a ‗double-big' (2 × 30 days), each register contains fifty-nine days, which causes the sexagenary series to repeat one place to the left in each subsequent register. The discovery of the Yuelu version has confirmed suspicions that the Zhoujiatai calendar is corrupt. The problem, comparison reveals, is that the latter omits the blank at the end of ‗small' month X (Figure 4, reg. 1, slips 1-28 ) leaving no room for the last day of ‗big' months XII, II, IV, VI, or VIII in subsequent registers. Aware of his mistake, the copyist skips the last day of month XII (bingyin. 03 ) in register 2 but then lapses in registers 3-5, displacing months III, V, and VII one day forward; he does, however, correct himself in register 6. It is clear that this has happened because he has simply repeated the sexagenary dates of each register one place to the left of the one previous, running naturally 甲子 jiazi. 01  乙丑 yichou. 02 rather than 甲子 jiazi. 01  丙寅 bingyin. 03 , for example, in the case of register 3 (slips 28-29). That this was indeed visual is confirmed by the fact that where the occasional mistaken sexagenary date occurs it is repeated in each subsequent register, as highlighted in Figures 3 & 4 . 29 Turning to suan 算 ‗mathematics', the bamboo manuscript Suan shu shu 筭數書 (‗Writings on Mathematical Procedures') from Zhangjiashan 張家山 tomb 247 (sealed ≥186 BCE) tells a similar story. 30 The majority of mistakes here too stem from copying rather than computation, and the majority of these involve either eyeskipping/omission or the confusion of orthographically similar characters. In other words, the sums work out, but they contain the occasional number or measuring unit that has been miswritten.
For example, the text regularly confuses the orthographically similar numbers 1 , 2 , and 3 ; 1 and 7 ; and 30 and 40
. We even have a mistake in the context of dealing with a mistake: jian de mingcheng yu xingzhi' 關於「質日」簡的名稱與性質, Hunan daxue xuebao (shehui kexue ban) 湖南大學學報（社會科學版）, 24.4 (2010), 17-22. 29 Specifically, there is a mistake introduced in register 4 of both the Yuelu and Zhoujiatai Shihuang 34 calendars that is repeated (one place to the left) in reg. 5 and 6 (Yuelu reads 乙丑 yichou. 02 The result here should clearly be 7 23/31 bu as we are instructed to ‗make the 3 dou 1 sheng (= 31 sheng) the divisor' (and 8 × 30/31 = 7 23/31). The copyist has instead given us 37, the difference being an extra brushstroke. Elsewhere, the manuscript tends also to confuse the orthographically similar capacity units dou (≈ 2 litres) and sheng (1/10 dou, or ≈ 200 cc). For example:
米粟并。有米一石，粟一石。并提之。問：米粟當各取幾何？ 曰：米主取一石二斗十六分升（斗）八，粟主取七斗十六分斗 八。术曰：直（置）米十斗，六斗，并以為法。以二石扁（遍） 乘所直（置），各自為實。六斗者，粟之米數也。 Hulled and unhulled grain combined. There is 1 shi of hulled grain and 1 shi of unhulled grain. They are combined. Question: [the owners of] hulled and unhulled should each take how much? Reply: the owner of the hulled grain takes 1 shi 2 dou 8/16 sheng (sic.); the owner of the unhulled gain takes 7 dou 8/16 dou. Method: set out hulled grain 10 dou and 6 dou, and combine to make the divisor; multiply all what has been set out by 2 shi so that each makes a dividend by itself. The 6 dou is the quantity of hulled corresponding to unhulled grain (slips 117-118).
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The owner of the hulled grain here should take 1 shi 2 dou 8/16 dou (12.5 dou) rather than 1 shi 2 dou 8/16 sheng (12.05 dou), of course, since 10 × 20/16 = 12.5.
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Stepping beyond the astral and mathematical sciences of tianwen, li, and suan into wu xing 五行 ‗five agents' hemerology, i.e. calendar divination, one sees further examples of these same phenomena. Since most of the variants concern factual data such as the dates entered in the sexagenary grid and the description of the diurnal rotations of [Punishment and Virtue] for the eleventh year of Gaozu, there is every reason to think that copy B is an updating of copy A redacted some twenty years later by a specialist in calendrical techniques. Thus, the variants between the two copies do not necessarily indicate different textual traditions but rather seem to be the result of deliberate action by the copyist himself, even though he may well have used other versions of the text as he carried out his work.
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Kalinowski reaches a similar conclusion in his case study of the two daybooks (rishu 日書) recovered from the third-century BCE tomb 11 at Shuihudi 睡虎地 in Yunmeng 雲夢, Hubei. Like those proliferating third-and second-century BCE tombs, Kalinowski shows, daybooks A and B from Shuihudi are miscellanies formed of small independent units that copyists arranged more or less arbitrarily across each text according to complicated processes of selection. Editorial intervention did not stop there though, as we see in the case of ‗Yi' 衣 (MS A, slips 113-22v), for example, where, after reproducing the text of the master copy, the copyist provides an emended version of the same hemerology. ‗Il serait tout aussi absurde', Kalinowski concludes, ‗de réduire l'activité des scripteurs de ce genre d'écrits à celle 34 Chen Songchang 陳松長, ‗Boshu Xingde yi ben shiwen jiaodu' 帛書『刑德』 乙本釋文校讀, in Hunan sheng bowuguan sishi zhounian jinian lunwenji 湖南省 博物館四十週年紀念論文集 , ed. by Hunan-sheng bowuguan 湖南省博物館 (Changsha: Hunan jiaoyu chubanshe, 1996), pp. 83-87; cf. Marc Kalinowski, ‗La production des manuscrits dans la Mistakes, though they certainly occurred, are harder to identify in ‗five-agents' manuscripts, which make is harder, in turn, to identify the writing practices by which they came about. Hemerology is an epistemic closed circuit that refers within a self-contained repertoire of symbols and mechanics and not, for example, to natural phenomena or basic mathematical operations that may be intersubjectively verified both within and beyond the culture and time in question. In other words, it's harder to know if a calendar spirit is moving in the ‗right direction' than, say, a planet. Each of four extant versions of the ‗Xuange' 玄戈 hemerology is different, for example, but the fact that they differ on the rules by which the fixed stars γ and λ Boötis cycle contrary to any astronomical sense through an array of divinatory emblems would seem to defy the question ‗why'. 37 Due to the distinctly personal nature of daybooks as ‗copies de travail', what looks like ‗corruption' might well just be innovation or abbreviation. The fact that Shuihudi daybook A occasionally cuts off a sentence where its copyist ran out of space, for example, may not have posed a problem for the savvy reader, especially if his was the hand that did the copying.
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In this section we have identified a variety of mistakes and copy errors common to early imperial manuscripts written on the astral sciences (tianwen and li), mathematics (suan), and ‗five agents' calendar divination. Namely, these written sources bear witness to eyeskipping, visual confusion concerning numbers and their proper order, passive line-copying, and active intervention in the text. All of this points to direct visual copying as the mechanism behind their textual transmission; it also points to its limits. The Suan shu shu bears the signature of three ‗checkers' (chou 讎), but even there there are mistakes, albeit nothing compared to the scribal errors and intervention muddling the Wu xing zhan. One would like to extend such copy error analysis to include technical genres like omenology, medicine, ritual, law, and administration, but the case of hemerological manuscripts reminds us of the challenges we face in this regard beyond li PRE-PRINT and suan. That leaves us on the question of the representativeness of our sample, but, returning to third-century li, we shall hear experts voicing all-too-similar concerns about the reliability of the written word.
Towards the Oral Culture of Textual Astronomy
In the last two decades, early China studies has witnessed a surge of interest in the role of orality and memory in the production, reproduction, storage, and transmission of the texts that have come down to us in written form. 39 This movement has been generally limited to a handful of genres at sinology's traditional core: pre-Shiji 史記 (c. 90 CE) poetry, classics, philosophy, and histories. It has been limited, more importantly, by how little these sources actually say about non-written transmission, leaving scholars to assume models from elsewhere or try teasing evidence of dictation and memory from textual variants. 40 The problem is that variora like 志 *tśə (‗ambition') vs 詩 *śə (‗odes') in philosophy, for example, leave a whole lot more room for interpretation than a 八 *pɛt (‗eight') vs 六 *liuk (‗six') in mathematical astronomy. 41 As such, it seems wise to throw mathematical astronomy at the problem, even (and especially) if li is the indoors, text-based side of the astral sciences. 42 The practice of li relies on data, but, as we have already seen, data as written down and copied in this manuscript culture might not be reliable as such. How bad is it? As to your basic coordinate system, 39 and on the lacquer dial from Shuanggudui 雙古堆 tomb 1 (sealed 165 BCE) exhibit considerable differences with both one another and received sources. 43 As to your basic chronology, not only were many of the grand celestial phenomena/omens in the standard histories fabricated, as Huang Yi-long 黃一農 has shown, but experts were (sardonically) aware of this. 44 Importantly, as Han Yi reminds us in 226, we are dealing with a world where one runs the risk of staking one's reputation on an out-of-date edition of the competitor's work.
The lesson here is that texts can be more hindrance than help unless you already know what you are doing. In general, the greater the expert, the greater his vehemence against the value of the written word, even as he himself is writing texts. Take for example Wang Fan's (written) criticism of Lu Ji's 陸績 (188-219) cosmology: 至以日景驗之，違錯甚多，然其流行，布在衆書，通儒達士， 未之考正，是以不敢背損舊術，猶攄所見。 Si l'un soumet (la théorie adoptée par Lu Ji) à l'épreuve des ombres du Soleil, on s'aperçoit que la valeur du rayon céleste est beaucoup trop grande. Or, du fait que cette théorie est très répandue et reproduite dans une multitude d'écrits, les lettrés moyens et ordinaires n'ont pas cherché à en vérifier (l'exactitude). Aussi n'ont-ils jamais osé s'opposer par la critique aux anciens procédés et se sont contentés de suivre ce qui leur était proposé (dans ces ouvrages). PRE-PRINT What did li education look like? It is difficult to say: our sources simply note the ‗transmission' (chuan 傳) and ‗reception' (shou 受) of ‗methods' (fa), ‗techniques' (shu), ‗models' (shi 式), and li from one person/institution to another. Since the vocabulary is the same, one imagines that this would have worked as per the standard curriculum, which focused on writing and, then, the reading, recitation, and memorization of classics. Primary education began at home, the student typically taking a master at around the age of eight. In the case of private schools, masters tended to take more students than they could personally instruct and thus relied upon a tiered system whereby a manageable core of personal disciples were responsible for educating the outer rungs. Masters, however, would also hold ‗lec-tures' (jiang 講) to explain and take questions on a given textlectures open to scholars beyond the walls of their school. We know considerably less about home schooling, tutorial, and personal exchange (below), but we can assume that this was equally oral and face to face. 51 Returning to the astral sciences, Li Chunfeng for one reports committing twenty-five tianwen titles to memory in his youth through ‗practice and recitation' 習誦, 52 but of all we hear about its sister science of li one rather interesting pattern stands out: practitioners boast of ‗receiving' a ‗master's method' but never of having begun one's studies through independent reading. Assistant Director Han Yi, to return to the events of 226, was clearly a man who knew his craft. He began with the realization that ‗the Supernal Icon went too far in reducing [its value for the solar year] and that in time it would slip ahead of heaven' 乾象減斗分太 過後當先天, about which he was absolutely right. 53 His solution sur- 62 Given that Xu Yue calls Liu ‗Kuaiji', after his southern military command circa 178/189, they must have met at Mt Tai after 189, when Liu was posted to Shanyang and Qucheng 曲 城. Qucheng is a mere 70 km from Xu Yue's home in Donglai 東萊, making one wonder why they would have met at Mt Tai, but the story gets stranger as we move into the Three Kingdoms (220-280): PRE-PRINT than twenty years' of ‗contemplation', and it continued to evolve at the hands of its creator, commentators, and users for at least that long thereafter as, decade after decade, ‗methods', ‗techniques', ‗models', and li were ‗received' from the source, written down, commented upon, and transmitted along lines of personal exchange.
Conclusion
Staring into the confusion posed by the Supernal Icon li's transmission history and the sort of corruption that one sees in early imperial manuscripts in technical fields, one begins to understand why it mattered so much to our historical subjects to have a ‗master's method' ‗received' in person. It mattered in terms of the way they went about learning the subject, but it mattered also in terms of establishing one's credibility as an authority. Assistant Director Han Yi lost the debate in 226, but more than that, as spelled out in Yang Wei's 楊偉 (fl. 226-237) concluding remarks, he lost his credibility:
今韓翊據劉洪術者，知貴其術，珍其法。而棄其論，背其術， 廢其言，違其事，是非必使洪奇妙之式不傳來世。若知而違之， 是挾故而背師也；若不知而據之，是為挾不知而罔知也。 Now, from Han Yi's reliance on Liu Hong's procedures [we see that he] knows to esteem his procedures and treasure his methods, and yet he dismisses his discourse, forsakes his procedures, abandons his words, and strays from his endeavour, the inevitable result of which will be to stop Hong's unique & marvellous model (shi) from being transmitted to future ages. If he is straying from it knowingly, then he has intentionally forsake [the] master; if he is basing himself upon it unknowingly, then he has ignorantly arrived at a confused understanding.
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The picture that emerges from a granular analysis of this period is considerably more mixed than our old idea of the astral sciences as the exclusive domain of hereditary practitioners secreted in a tightlycontrolled government laboratory. Instead, we see a field composed of eclectic characters connected by an elaborate network of personal, professional, educational, and family ties extending unfettered across institutional, geographic, and even war-torn political divides. 68 People circulated texts, and as they did, the texts evolved, and so too did 
